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In large-eddy simulations of turbulent flow only the flow structures with length scales larger than the
local filter width D are explicitly resolved. We analyze the dynamic effect associated with spatial
variations in the filter width. With the introduction of such a nonuniform filter width a number of
additional closure terms emerges, generally referred to as commutator errors. The dynamic effect of
the commutator errors is shown to correspond to the apparent local creation or destruction of
turbulent flow scales, depending on, respectively, a decrease or an increase inD along the flow path.
This Lagrangian context suggests significant correlation between the material derivative of the filter
width and the production or dissipation of kinetic energy due to the commutator error. This is
confirmed by novela priori analysis of turbulent mixing. An explicit Lagrangian model for the
commutator error in the momentum equations is proposed. Additionally, the dynamic effect of a
skewed filter on the commutator error is investigated. It is shown that skewed filters induce both
dissipative and dispersive behaviors, which are explicitly retained in the new Lagrangian model. ©
2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1941364g

I. INTRODUCTION

For the efficient computation of turbulent flows various
reduced flow simulation strategies have been proposed in
recent years. One of the most promising of these reduced
flow simulation strategies is large-eddy simulationsLESd. In
LES the turbulent flow field is decomposed into largeū and
small scalesu8=u− ū using a low-pass spatial filter with an
associated externally specified filter widthD. The spatial fil-
tering allows computation with grid spacing on the order of
the filter width D instead of the Kolmogorov scaleh!D.
The latter resolution is required in order to resolve all details
of a turbulent flow in the so-called direct numerical simula-
tion sDNSd. The application of the filter effectively removes
the small or subfilter-scalesSFSd fIn LES literature the term
subgrid-scale contributions is often found instead of SFS.
Throughout this paper we will adhere to SFS which is some-
what more correctg flow features from the formulation. The
dynamical effects of the SFS scales on the resolved scales
are mainly incorporated through the SFS stressti j =uiuj

− ūiūj, which is replaced by a SFS model in order to close the
equations. The modeling of the SFS stress has received
ample attention over the years and a wide range of models
have been proposed.1–4

In recent years the demand has become stronger for LES
to be extended to realistic flow situations as encountered,
e.g., in industry, aerodynamics, and local weather prediction.
To efficiently extend the capabilities of LES to such complex
flow situations we require the filter width to become depen-
dent on spacesand possibly also on timed. This introduces a
local nonuniform filter widthDsxd sRefs. 5 and 6d which has
a number of obvious benefits. A nonuniform filter width al-

lows to zoom in on turbulent parts of the flow domain and
locally resolve more turbulent flow scales, while in regions
with comparably quiescent flow a wider filter width may be
adopted which allows computations on a coarser and hence
cheaper grid.

The introduction of a nonuniform spatial filter also has
some complicating drawbacks. In fact, a nonuniform filter
width induces a number of additional closure terms, gener-
ally referred to as commutator errors.5–9 These commutator
errors express the noncommutation between filtering and dif-
ferentiation. For a fieldf we may define the commutator
error as

C jsfd =
]f

]xj
−

] f̄

]xj
, s1d

wherexj denotes thej th Cartesian coordinate and the overbar
represents the spatial filter. Compared with the SFS stressti j ,
the commutator error received little attention in literature.
However, the commutator error can become dynamically im-
portant in case the local variations in the filter width are
strong enough. Such strong variations inD may be necessary,
e.g., near solid boundaries10 or in case sharp gradients need
to be resolved only in part of the flow domain such as near
detached shear layers or when studying the turbulent decay
of trailing vortices behind an airplane.11 It is essential to
understand and model the fundamental properties of these
terms in the LES equations in order to arrive at an efficient
and successful extension of LES toward problems of realistic
complexity. Most studies of the commutator error that were
reported in literature relied on an analytical evaluation of the
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commutator error5,6,9,12 or on a priori investigations using
DNS data.7

In this paper an explicit Lagrangian interpretation of the
dynamics of commutator errors is provided which directly
suggests a corresponding SFS model. We examine the effect
of commutator errors on the transport of resolved kinetic
energy. It will be shown that the commutator error can be
associated with the apparent local creation and destruction of
resolved flow features in case the filter width is decreased or
increased along a flow path, respectively. As a consequence,
the amount of kinetic energy which is locally resolved varies
when filter-width variations are encountered along a flow
path. The Lagrangian interpretation suggests to model the
commutator error in terms of the material derivative of the
filter width. This model may capture both spatial as well as
temporal variations in the filter width. We will formulate the
explicit Lagrangian commutator-error model and test it
against other commutator-error modelssCE modelsd that are
based on similarity assumptions instead.6–8

The type of nonuniform filter in the definition of the
commutator error explicitly affects the type of dynamic con-
tributions of these terms. We will investigate both the com-
monly used symmetric filters as well as skewed filters. Sym-
metry or skewness of a filter is associated with the filter
kernel being an even function or not. The use of skewed
filters is sometimes unavoidable, e.g., when the local filter
width is defined in terms of a fixed number of grid intervals.
This implies smaller filter width in case the grid is locally
refined, but also implies skewness of the filter. Earlier studies
have shown that the dynamic effect of the commutator error
becomes significantly larger when skewed filters are used.7

In this paper both the dispersive and dissipative effects asso-
ciated with filter skewness5,6,13 will be included explicitly in
the Lagrangian modeling.A priori testing of these models
using simulation data of turbulent mixing establishes that
explicitly accounting for skewness is essential in order to
maintain acceptable accuracy.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
introduce general nonuniform filtering and identify all the
commutator errors encountered in the nonuniformly filtered
Navier-Stokes equations. In Sec. III we consider the dynamic
effect of a nonuniform filter width on the evolution of the
resolved kinetic energy. We propose, in addition, a new ex-
plicit parametrization for the transport of resolved kinetic
energy. In Sec. IV we describe thea priori testing of this
new model. Section V contains the results ofa priori testing
of the proposed Lagrangian model for the commutator error
as arises in the momentum equations, and establishes the role
of filter skewness. Finally, in Sec. VI some concluding re-
marks are collected.

II. NONUNIFORM FILTERING AND COMMUTATOR
ERRORS

In this section, we introduce the governing equations for
incompressible flow and apply general nonuniform filtering.
Next to variations in the filter width, we allow explicit skew-
ness of the filter. This may be motivated by the occurrence of
complex physical phenomena or arising from complex flow

domains, e.g., associated with a large-eddy treatment of flow
near solid boundaries, near sharp interfaces, or close to cor-
ners in the flow domain. We identify all closure terms and
specifically extract the commutator errors that arise in the
nonuniformly filtered Navier-Stokes equations. This creates a
point of reference for the analysis and modeling in subse-
quent sections.

To arrive at the large-eddy equations for turbulent flow,
we start from the unfiltered Navier-Stokes equations govern-
ing incompressible flow. These equations represent conserva-
tion of mass and momentum and are given in dimensionless
form by

] juj = 0, s2d

]tui + ] jsuiujd + ]ip −
1

Re
] j jui = 0, i = 1,2,3, s3d

wheret denotes the time,ui is the velocity in the Cartesianxi

direction,p is the pressure, and Re is the Reynolds number.
Moreover, ]t and ] j are shorthand notations for] /]t and
] /]xj, respectively. Finally, summation over repeated indices
is implied.

In LES the large- and small-scale features of a flow so-
lution are defined with reference to a low-pass filter. The
solution is correspondingly decomposed asu= ū+u8 with
large-scale componentū and small scalesu8. In LES one
aims to arrive at an accurate prediction of the primary flow
features contained inū. Over the years a wide range of low-
pass filters has been considered. Here, we will adopt integral
filters. Following5,14 the nonuniform filtering to which we
will restrict ourselves may be introduced in one spatial di-
mension as

ūsxd = Lfugsxd =E
−`

` 1

Dsxd
GSy − x

Dsxd
Dusyddy

=E
−`

`

Gssdufx + Dsxdsgds. s4d

The functionG is referred to as the characteristic filter kernel
which, for the sake of convenience, we assume does not
depend explicitly onx. Obviously, an extension to character-
istic filter kernelsGsx,sd is also possible but would only
contribute to technical details in the presentation and will not
be considered here. The filter operatorL is required to be
normalized, which corresponds to a filter kernel which
should satisfy

E
−`

`

Gssdds= 1, s5d

and implies that constant solutions are invariant underL.
We will refer to a filter as “symmetric” ifGssd=Gs−sd

and “skewed” or nonsymmetric otherwise. Skewness of a
filter implies a particular “biasing” of the spatial averaging
which, as a result, is no longer fully centered around the
point x. Such a situation may readily arise in case the imple-
mentation of the filter is defined directly in terms of an un-
derlying, nonuniform grid used for the simulations.6 In such
cases, the skewness may explicitly depend onx. The specific
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class of nonuniform filters considered ins4d corresponds to a
constant skewness throughout the domain, which is sufficient
for our purposes here.

We will consider general filters for which moments of
fixed, but otherwise arbitrary order, defined as

Mk =E
−`

`

skGssdds, k = 0,1,2, . . . s6d

exist. This excludes a popular filter such as the spectral cut-
off filter but incorporates all compact support filters and the
Gaussian filter as important examples. For symmetric filters
all odd-numbered momentsM2k+1, k=0,1, . . . areidentically
zero while skewness implies non-zero values for odd-
numbered moments. In the sequel we will primarily consider
an extension of the well-known symmetric top-hat filter. The
use of this filter is numerically and analytically convenient,
but our findings also hold for more general nonuniform fil-
ters.

For this top-hat filter we explicitly identify a skewness
parameterg and define the filter kernel in the following way:

Gthss;gd = 51 if −
1

2
+ g ø sø

1

2
+ g

0 otherwise.
6 s7d

If we insert this filter kernel intos4d we find that filtered
variables can be written as

ūsxd = Lfugsxd =E
−s1/2d+g

s1/2d+g

ufx + Dsxdsgds. s8d

In this formulation of the top-hat filter, the “shift”g is re-
stricted togPf−1

2 , 1
2
g so that the pointx at least is in the

support of the spatial filtering. The shift introduces skewness
of the filter; in fact, we findM1=g. The shift or skewness
parameterg is considered constant throughout this paper. In
caseg=0 the familiar symmetric top-hat filter is reobtained.

An extension of the above one-dimensional filters to
three dimensions can be obtained by simple composition,
i.e., the three-dimensional filterL is defined asL=L1+L2

+L3. Here,Li corresponds to a filter associated with integra-
tion over thexi direction which has a filter widthDisxd and a
shift gi. Note that with this definition ofL the order in which
the one-dimensional filter operations are applied is irrel-
evant. For the specific case of an extended top-hat filter the
finite integration volume is always of “rectangular” shape,
being the direct product of three intervals.

The filter width and its spatial nonuniformity can, in
principle, be chosen independent of the grid on which the
flow solution is obtained. As an example, in this paper DNS
data that are available on a sufficiently fine uniform grid will
be used to investigate properties of commutator errors and
their explicit modeling. Separately, the filter-width nonuni-
formity can be specified in terms of scales that are a fraction
of an sintegrald length scale of the flow or a fraction of the
size of the computational domain. In this case, the numerical
implementation of the nonuniform spatial filtering should be
sufficiently flexible to allow an accurate representation of the
filter, despite the fact that the data are on a rather unrelated

computational grid. Here, we will adopt this setting solely to
facilitate the detailed commutator-error analysis at a variety
of filter-width nonuniformities. Of course, in situations
where actual large-eddy simulations are performed, it is
more sensible to include a direct connection between local
grid spacinghsxd and local filter widthDsxd. There is usually
little sense in reducing the filter width in some region of the
flow domain and not refining the computational grid locally
as well. Specifically, one may connect grid and filter width,
for example, such thatD /h remainssapproximatelyd constant
throughout the domain.15–18

The application of a nonuniform three-dimensional filter
to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations yields the
complete, unclosed large-eddy equations. After some calcu-
lation the result may be expressed as

] jūj = − C jsujd, s9d

]tūi + ] jsūiūjd + ]i p̄ −
1

Re
] j j ūi

= − ] jti j − C jsuiujd − Cispd +
1

Re
fC js] juid + ] jC jsuidg. s10d

In s9d and s10d a number of closure terms have been identi-
fied on the right-hand side. In the nonuniformly filtered
equations we observe that next to the divergence of the well-
known turbulent stress tensorti j =uiuj − ūiūj several explicit

commutator errorsC jsfd=] j f −] j f̄ arise as a result of the non-
uniformity of the filter.

The filtered continuity equations9d shows that nonuni-
form filtering gives rise to a smoothed velocity which is not
solenoidal. This differs markedly from the unfiltered velocity
or from the filtered velocity that arises when a traditional
uniform convolution filter is used. In order to consistently
incorporate this aspect of nonuniform LES, it is not sufficient
to merely introduce subfilter models for the commutator er-
rors and turbulent stresses, but also adaptations in the Pois-
son equation for the filtered pressure are required. Specifi-
cally, by taking the divergence of the filtered momentum
equations10d one may arrive at an expression for the Laplac-
ian of the pressure]ii p̄. This extended Poisson equation con-
tains a number of terms such as contributions due to the
subfilter stresses]i jti j and the commutator errors, e.g.,
]iC jsuiujd. However, apart from these terms, the divergence
of the filtered velocity field also contributes to]ii p̄. In fact,
we may write

]i jsūiūjd = s]iūjds] jūid + s] jūjd2 + 2ūi]is] jūjd. s11d

This shows that apart from the usual terms]iūjds] jūid, addi-
tional terms arise which are directly associated with the di-
vergence of the filtered velocity. Similarly, a term]ts] jūjd
arises in the extended Poisson equation. A self-consistent
LES model can be arrived at in two steps. First, explicit
subfilter models for the turbulent stresses and the commuta-
tor errors should be introduced ins9d ands10d. Second, these
subfilter models should also be incorporated into the ex-
tended Poisson equation for the filtered pressure. A more
complete treatment of these issues is a subject of future re-
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search and is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we will
concentrate on the explicit modeling of the commutator er-
rors themselves which, in turn, can be used as a part of the
LES modeling and the extended Poisson equation.

In the sequel we will restrict ourselves to an analysis and
explicit modeling of the commutator errors associated with
the nonlinear convective flux, i.e.,C jsuiujd=] jsuiujd
−] jsuiujd. Central questions that we will address are related
to the effects of filter nonuniformity on the resolved kinetic
energy dynamics and how accurate this dynamics may be
parametrized using explicit subfilter models forC jsuiujd that
reflect some of the Lagrangian character of these contribu-
tions.

Explicit modeling approaches for the commutator error
have largely been left unexplored in the literature. Histori-
cally, the basic motivation for concentrating on modelingti j

while ignoring the commutator errors was provided by
studying the scaling of commutator errors associated with
the so-called higher-order filters. Specifically, higher-order
filters have the property thatMk=dk0 for k=0, . . . ,N−1,
wheredk0 denotes Kronecker’s delta. An increase in the or-
der of the filter was shown to imply a formal reduction in the
magnitude of the commutator error. This would lead to neg-
ligible commutator errors in caseN would become suffi-
ciently large5,8,14,13,19In detail, it may be shown that symmet-
ric higher-order filters imply that the commutator error scales
with OsD8DN−1d se.g., Ref. 13d. However, this result by itself
is incomplete, since the same higher-order filters imply that
the turbulent stress] jti j shows similar scaling.7,8 In fact, the
divergence of the turbulent stress tensor may be shown to
scale with a dominant term ofOsD8DN−1d next to the more
familiar scaling of orderOsDNd. The latter contribution re-
mains also in case the filter width is uniform while the other
terms are specific to nonuniform filtering. The fact that both
subfilter contributions] jti j and C jsuiujd display the same
dominant scaling for higher-order filters suggests that ex-
plicit commutator-error modeling approaches should be con-
sidered in regions of the flow domain whereD8 is significant.
Conversely, ifD8 can be kept sufficiently bounded, the need
for modeling nonuniformity of the filter may be effectively
removed.

The actual magnitude of the individual closure terms
was established in Ref. 7, using a direct numerical simulation
database of turbulent mixing and a variety of filter-width
nonuniformities. In this paper we concentrate specifically on
the dynamics of the resolved kinetic energy associated with
nonuniform filters. Moreover, we analyze the possibilities of
explicit Lagrangian modeling of the commutator errors. We
begin with energy dynamics in the following section.

III. RESOLVED KINETIC ENERGY DYNAMICS:
CONSEQUENCES OF NONUNIFORM FILTERING
FOR DISSIPATION AND DISPERSION

In this section we concentrate on the evolution equation
for the resolved kinetic energy. First, we derive this equation
in case the filter is spatially nonuniformsSec. III Ad. Then,
through a “Lagrangian” interpretation of the nonuniform fil-
tering, the importance of skewness and of spatial variation of

the filter width is identifiedsSec. III Bd. Finally, using a
single-mode analysis, the explicit dissipative and dispersive
contributions of the commutator error are illustrated. Com-
bined with the Lagrangian interpretation of the commutator
errors, this points toward a proposition for the explicit mod-
eling of these effectssSec. III Cd. The analysis of the kinetic
energy dynamics in actual direct numerical simulation of de-
veloped turbulent mixing is postponed until Sec. IV while
testing of the new commutator-error model will be consid-
ered in Sec. V.

A. Resolved kinetic energy equation

We consider a fixed flow domainV,R3 and define the
resolved kinetic energyE as

Estd =E
V

1

2
ūiūidx. s12d

To characterize the various contributions to the evolution of
E, we focus on two different quantities:sid the local transport
denoted byc=−]ts 1

2ūiūid and sii d the global dissipation rate
«=−dE/dt. Starting from the nonuniformly filtered momen-
tum equations10d one obtains after multiplication withūi

and summing overi,

− c = ūi]tūi = − ūi] jsūiūjd − ūi]i p̄ +
1

Re
ūi] j j ūi − ūi] jti j

− ūiC jsuiujd − ūiCispd

+
1

Re
ūifC js] juid − ] jC jsuidg. s13d

The total contribution arising from the nonlinear convec-
tive flux involves, next to the turbulent stress terms, the “ba-
sic mean” contributionūi] jsūiūjd and the “basic commutator-
error” term ūiC jsuiujd. Combined, these may be written in a
convenient form as

ūi] jsūiūjd + ūiC jsuiujd = fūi] jsūiūjd − 1
2ūiūi] jūjg

+ fūiC jsuiujd − 1
2ūiūiC jsujdg

= 1
2] jsūiūiūjd

+ fūiC jsuiujd − 1
2ūiūiC jsujdg , s14d

where use was made of the nonuniformly filtered continuity
equation] jūj =−C jsujd. This decomposition of the convective
flux contribution incorporates the nonsolenoidal features of
the nonuniformly filtered velocity field.4,7 Formally, it is
analogous to the formulation that is commonly used for com-
pressible flow; in the latter casec=−]ts 1

2r̄ũiũid, where ũi

=rui / r̄ denotes the Favre-filtered velocity andr the density.
In the compressible case the velocity is nonsolenoidal for
physical reasons whereas here] jūj Þ0 due to nonuniformity
of the filter. Following this convention, we may expressc as

c = cmean+ cp + cvisc + cSFS+ cCE, s15d

with individual contributions associated with the mean ve-
locity field, pressure, viscous stresses, subfilter-scale stresses,
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and the “combined commutator error,” respectively. These
contributions are defined explicitly as

cmean= ūif] jsūiūjd − 1
2ūi] jūjg = 1

2] jsūiūiūjd, s16d

cp = ūi]i p̄, s17d

cvisc = −
1

Re
ūi] j j ūi , s18d

cSFS= ūi] jti j , s19d

cCE = ūiFC jsuiujd −
1

2
ūiC jsujdG . s20d

Regarding the transport of kinetic energy governed by the
commutator errorcCE we will concentrate on the contribu-
tions associated with the convective flux. Hence, terms in-
volving Cispd and Re−1fC js] juid−] jC jsuidg will no longer be
included in the sequel.

Adding the filtered continuity equation as done ins14d
typically involves only small additional terms incCE, but
allows expressing the “combined mean contribution” as the
divergence ofūiūiūj. The corresponding global effect simpli-
fies to a surface integral over the boundary of the flow do-
main, i.e.,

«mean=
1

2
E

V

] jsūiūiūjddx =
1

2
E

]V

ūiūiūjnjdS, s21d

where nj denotes the outward pointing unit normal on the
boundary]V of V. For various “popular” boundary condi-
tions, e.g., periodic, free-slip, or no-slip conditions, the cor-
responding volume-integrated contribution to« is therefore

zero.4 As a result the explicit contributions to the evolution
of E therefore arise, from the pressure, viscous dissipation
and the turbulent stresses, and the commutator errors. Hence,
investigating« provides a rather sensitive measure for the
dynamical contributions from the various closure terms.

B. Interpretation of nonuniform filtering

In this section we first illustrate the application of a non-
uniform filter in one spatial dimension. In particular, we con-
centrate on sine waves and focus on the local quality of
resolution in relation to the wavenumber of the signal and
the local filter width. Moreover, skewness is included and
shown to affect the phase of the filtered signal. Subsequently,
a Lagrangian interpretation of nonuniform filtering is formu-
lated which characterizes the situation in three spatial dimen-
sions. This provides a basis for explicit modeling of the cor-
responding commutator-error dynamics that will be
considered momentarily.

The application of a filter effectively removes flow fea-
tures that vary sufficiently rapidly on the scale of the local
filter width. The appropriate parameter to quantify this for
symmetric filters iskDsxd, wherek denotes the wavenumber
of the signal. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the effect of abruptly
varying D from one value in the first half of the domain to
another value in the second half. For illustration purposes, if
the sine wave is reduced in amplitude by about 50% or more,
we will refer to it as “subfilter” while it is considered “re-
solved” otherwise. For the nonuniform top-hat filter consid-
ered in this example this rough identification implies that if
kDsxd&1/2 then the corresponding signal may be consid-
ered locally resolved. Specifically in this example, we notice
that, e.g., thek=2 mode can be considered resolved through-

FIG. 1. Filteredsdashedd and unfilteredssolidd sine wavesfsxd=sins2pkxd with sad k=2, sbd k=6, andscd k=12 in the domainf0, 1g. The filter widthDsxd
sdottedd is nonuniform and specified asDsxd=1/5 for x,1/2 andDsxd=1/10 for x.1/2 with a short transition region aroundx=1/2.
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out the domain while the mode atk=12 clearly is subfilter
everywhere. The interesting modes are in between, e.g., at
k=6, which may be considered subfilter in part of the domain
and resolved in other parts of the domain.

We may associate the actual effect of a nonuniform filter
with the transition from resolved to subfilter for specific
modes. Before this transition from resolved to subfilter is
used to clarify the dynamic behavior of the commutator error
C j, the particular effect due to filter skewness is illustrated.

1. Effect of skewness

The effect of skewness of a filter can most readily be
illustrated by applying the skewed top-hat filter introduced in
s8d to a single sine waveu=sins2pkxd. Direct evaluation of
the filter yields the filtered velocity given by

ūsxd = AskDdsinh2pkfx + Dsxdggj, s22d

where the damping factorA depends onkD as

AskDd =
sinspkDd

pkD
. s23d

We observe that the amplitude reduction for the skewed top-
hat filter is not influenced by explicit skewness. Instead, the
effect of explicit filter skewnesssi.e., gÞ0d is clearly recog-
nized by a local phase shift. This implies that the filtered
signal is either lagging or leading the original wave depend-
ing on Dg. In Fig. 2 we illustrate the case in whichg= 1

2.
This clearly illustrates that the phase shift by which the fil-
tered wave lags behind the unfiltered signal is reduced from
g /5 to g /10 when passing the nonuniformity from left to
right. Hence, the reduction of filter width in the direction of
the wave propagation implies next to an increase in ampli-
tude of the resolved wave also a reduction of phase shift
when gÞ0. This illustrates clearly both dispersive and dis-
sipative effects arising from nonuniform, skewed filtering,
which was already recognized by Vasilyevet al.13 and Geurts
et al.6

We will next extend the interpretation of commutator
errors to three spatial dimensions.

2. Lagrangian interpretation of commutator errors

In Fig. 3 a nonuniform grid is sketched which can re-
solve different ranges of wavenumbers depending on the lo-
cation in the grid. If we consider a particular flow path as
indicated then forx,xa all scales up tokcoarsemay be re-
solved while forxa,x,xb the filter width is decreased such
that scales in the rangefkcoarse,kfined also become available as
resolved scales.

The local effect corresponding to a decrease of the filter
width can be interpreted as an effective production of re-
solved kinetic energy. Similarly, if the nonuniform filter
width is increased, this should result in a decrease of re-
solved kinetic energy, e.g., contributing to an effective dissi-
pation. Correspondingly, the commutator errors can be asso-
ciated with the apparent local creation/destruction of
turbulent flow scales if the filter width is decreased/increased
along a flow path. Hence, the contributions arising from the
commutator error are directly linked to the magnitude and
sign of changes in the filter width in the direction of the local
flow path. Large variations inD do not necessarily imply

FIG. 2. Filteredsdashedd and unfilteredssolidd sine wavesfsxd=sins2pkxd with sad k=1 andsbd k=2 in the domainf0, 1g. The filter is maximally skewed with
g= 1

2 and the filter widthDsxd sdottedd is nonuniform and specified asDsxd=1/5 for x,1/2 andDsxd=1/10 forx.1/2 with a short transition region around
x=1/2.

FIG. 3. An illustration of filter-width variations which induce commutator
errors that represent the apparent creation and destruction of scales associ-
ated with variations in the local resolution of the flow. An increased local
resolution in the direction of the flow, corresponds to an apparent creation of
small-scale flow structures while a reduced resolution may be associated
with the annihilation of the corresponding flow structures.
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large commutator-error contributions in an actual simulation;
only if these changes occur in the direction of the local flow,
can commutator-error dynamics become essential. This sug-
gests a direct modeling in terms of the material derivative of
D which contains the central contributionuj] jD, expressing
exactly this observation.

The proposed Lagrangian modeling emphasizes a spe-
cific directional dependence of the commutator error. This
can be further illustrated and motivated by considering a
flow u=fu1sx2d ,u2

s0d ,u3
s0dg, at constant pressurep. Here,

u2
s0d ,u3

s0d are spossibly nonzerod constant velocities in thex2

and x3 directions. This flow is slightly more general than a
strict unidirectional flow. We introduce nonuniform filtering
using a normalized product filterL=L1+L2+L3. We assume
L1 andL3 to be convolution filters with constant filter widths
D1 andD3 and onlyL2 is a nonuniform filter with filter width
D2sx2d. This setting implies nonzero commutator errors cor-

responding to]2 only, i.e., ]1f =]1f̄, ]2f Þ]2f̄ and ]3f =]3f̄
for any field f.

For this flow configuration we next evaluate all terms
that arise in the filtered equationss9d ands10d. First, one may
readily verify thatC jsujd=0. Next, with respect to the mo-
mentum equations, the constant pressure implies that all
pressure contributions are zero. One may verify that actually
all fluxes in the momentum equations for thex2 and x3 di-
rections are zero. The only nontrivial equation is the momen-
tum equation in thex1 direction for which we find

]tū1 + u2
s0d]2ū1 −

1

Re
]22ū1 = − u2

s0dC2su1d

+
1

Re
fC2s]2u1d + ]2C2su1dg.

s24d

Since]tū2=]tū3=0 in this case, we observe that the initial
structure of the flow is maintained. The only commutator
errors of interest areC2su1u2d=u2

s0dC2su1d and a small contri-
bution due to the the viscous flux commutator error. In case
of strict unidirectional flow the normal velocity component
u2

s0d=0 and no filter-width variations are encountered along a
flow path. In this case the commutator errorC2su1u2d has no
contribution to the evolution of the flow. Only whenu2

s0d

Þ0 a nonzero commutator error arises, which corresponds
directly to the nonzero filter-width variations along a flow
path. The proposed Lagrangian interpretation and modeling
in terms of the material derivative of the filter width is fully
consistent with this situation.

C. Single-mode analysis of commutator-error
dynamics

In this section we will consider the effect of nonuniform,
skewed filtering and specify in some detail the commutator
error associated with individual Fourier modes in a solution.
This will further specify the connection with the material
derivative of the filter width, argued in the preceding section.

In the single-mode analysis of the commutator error we
assume thatu=expsikxd. Application of the skewed top-hat
filter yields

ū = ASkD

2
Deiksx+Dgd = ASkD

2
Dusx + Dgd s25d

with damping functionA given bys23d. The modified wave-
numberk8, as introduced by Ghosal and Moin,5 may be used
in quantifying the commutator error. Specifically,k8 is de-
fined through]xū= ik8ū. For symmetric filters the commuta-
tor error may be shown to be mainly diffusive.5 In the fol-
lowing, we will derive the modified wavenumber
corresponding to skewed filters and show that both diffusive
and dispersive contributions arise in that case.13

From s25d one can easily derive that

]xū = ]xFASkD

2
Dusx + DgdG

= FSkD

2
DkD8

2
ū + is1 + D8gdkū, s26d

where, for the skewed top-hat filter, the functionF is given
by

FSkD

2
D = − F 2

kD
− cotSkD

2
DG . s27d

Correspondingly, using the definition of the modified wave-
numberk8, we find

k8 = − iFSkD

2
DkD8

2
+ s1 + D8gdk. s28d

This expression of the modified wavenumberk8 contains the
expression found in Ref. 5, as well as a dispersive contribu-
tion gD8 which is encountered for nonzero skewnessgÞ0.13

We will next derive the single-mode expression forūCxsu2d
and make the connection with the material derivative ofD
more explicitly. Extended to three dimensionsūCxsu2d is
closely related toūiC jsuiujd which again is the main contribu-
tor to the transport of resolved kinetic energy by the commu-
tator errorcCE.

The single-mode expression for the commutator error of
the convective fluxCxsu2d is given by

Cxsu2d = ]xe
2ikx − ]xe

2ikx = ]xe
2ikx − ]xfAskDde2iksx+Dgdg

= 2ike2ikx − 2iks1 + D8gdei2kx + FskDde2iksx+Dgd.

s29d

This may be rewritten as

Cxsu2d = − D8g]xu
2 +

D8

D
FskDdu2, s30d

such thatūCxsu2d is given by

ūCxsu2d = ūS− g]xu
2 + FskDd

u2

D
DD8

= S− g]xu
2 + FskDd

u2

D
DDD

Dt
. s31d

In s31d we recognize two distinct contributions which we
will discuss next.
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The interpretation of the commutator error given in the
preceding section suggests to parametrizecCE in terms of the
material derivative ofD jsxd along a flow path, i.e.,DtD j

=]tD j + ūk]kD j = ūk]kD j in caseD j does not explicitly depend
on time t. By defining, and T as characteristic length and
time scales, one can readily verify thatDtD j has dimension
,T−1, whereas the dimension ofcCE equalss,T−1d3,−1. Ac-
counting for the proper physical dimension the following
specific parametrization forcCE is evident:

cCE ,
uūu2

D j
ūk]kD j ; j0, s32d

whereuūu2= ūiūi. The front factorFskDd in s31d further quan-
tifies this contribution and shows that this term is small in
casekD!1, as is to be expected for all subfilter contribu-
tions. In the sequel, we will use the notationj0 to represent
this part of the commutator error. Expressions32d includes
the material derivative of lnsD jd which is a measure of the
relevance of the commutator error relative to the turbulent
stresses.8 Inspection ofs31d indicates that skewness provides
an additional contribution,]xu

2DtD which has a similar in-
terpretation as a ratio between the square of a characteristic
velocity and a length scale multiplied by the material deriva-
tive of the filter width.

An explicit parametrization for the commutator-error
contribution can be obtained by observing thatu2/D= ū2/D
+OsDd and ]xu

2=]xū
2+OsD8d when gÞ0. Guided bys31d

the following model for the transport of resolved kinetic en-
ergy is proposed:

cCE < j ; c0j0 − c1j1, s33d

with c0 and c1 constants to which we return momentarily,
andj1 given by

j1 = g j

]uūu2

]xj

DD j

Dt
. s34d

In the following section we will consider the kinetic en-
ergy dynamics associated with general nonuniform, skewed
filters, applied to turbulent mixing and use statistical analysis
to verify s33d.

IV. COMMUTATOR-ERROR ENERGY DYNAMICS
IN TURBULENT MIXING

In this section we will first introduce the temporal mix-
ing layer which provides the turbulent flow data used in the
analysis of the kinetic energy dynamics. Moreover, we will
specify the nonuniformities in the filter and describe the sta-
tistical evaluation method with which we will quantify the
agreement between the actualcCE and its explicit Lagrangian
modeling hypothesiss33d. This will be collected in Sec.
IV A. Subsequently, we will present results for the kinetic
energy dynamics obtained by evaluating the nonuniformly
filtered direct numerical simulation database in Sec. IV B.
The consequences of the Lagrangian modeling hypothesis
for the direct representation of the commutator errors as arise
on flux level in the momentum equations form a separate
issue that will be presented in Sec. V.

A. Temporal mixing layer and statistical evaluation
method

In order to assess the Lagrangian modeling hypothesis
for the commutator error energy dissipation ratecCE we will
use turbulent flow in a temporal mixing layer at Reynolds
number Re=50. The mixing layer flow displays a strong
transition to small-scale turbulence and is well suited for
studying the accuracy and implications ofs33d. By correlat-
ing cCE with the proposed model, we may illustrate the qual-
ity of the Lagrangian hypothesis, both for symmetric as well
as for skewed filters.

The governing Navier-Stokes equations are solved using
fourth-order accurate finite volume discretization and ex-
plicit Runge-Kutta time stepping. A cubic geometry of side,
is adopted in which, is set equal to four times the wave-
length of the most unstable mode according to the linear
stability theory. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in
the streamwisesx1d and spanwisesx3d directions, while in the
normal sx2d direction the boundaries are free-slip walls. We
use a resolution of 1923 grid cells. The initial condition is
formed by mean profiles corresponding to constant pressure,
u1=tanhsx2d for the streamwise velocity component andu2

=u3=0. Superimposed on this mean profile are two- and
three-dimensional perturbation modes obtained from the lin-
ear stability theory. For further details we refer to Vremanet
al.4 In Fig. 4 we illustrate the evolution of the temporal mix-
ing layer, displaying two separate pairings, first from four
spanwise rollers to two and subsequently from two to one
roller. During this process the flow becomes strongly three-
dimensional and a complicated flow arises with many small-
scale features and various regions with positive and negative
spanwise vorticities.

The evaluation of the different contributions to the ki-
netic energy dynamics is done with respect to filter widths
that are constant in the homogeneousx1 and x3 directions.
Instead, the filter width associated with thex2 direction is
nonuniform and clustered near the centerline of the mixing
layer, since this region displays strong gradients that would
require a reduced filter width in order to enhance their spatial
resolution. Variations inD2 are chosen to be Gaussian and in
total we adopt

D1 = D3 = Dr, D2sx2d = Drs1 − ae−sbx2/,d2d. s35d

The reference filter widthDr is taken equal to, /16. This
provides a test case for large-eddy simulation in which the
subfilter contributions are significant.4 In the definition of the
nonuniform filter widthD2sx2d the parametera controls the
“depth” of the filter-width modulation, whileb controls its
width. The minimal filter widthDmin=Drs1−ad and in this
paper we will usea=3/4. In Fig. 4 different realizations of
this nonuniform filter width have been superimposed on
snapshots of the flow. The filtered quantities needed in the
evaluation of the kinetic energy dynamics are obtained using
the composite trapezoidal rule applied to the top-hat filter. In
case end points of the integration domain are in between two
grid points, linear interpolation is used to approximate the
values at the end points. The required spatial derivatives are
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approximated using second-order accurate central finite dif-
ferencing with grid spacingDr /4.

To test the kinetic energy parametrization expressed in
s33d we will interpretcCE andj as stochastic variables and

quantify their main features using a statistical analysis. Since
the filter is non-uniform in thex2 direction only, the modelj
reduces to

j = Sc0
ūiūi

D2
− c1g2]2ūiūiDū2D28. s36d

In order to assess the quality of the Lagrangian model we
will focus on the correlation betweencCE andj. Moreover,
we determine the pair distribution functionsPDFd Psj ,cCEd
using a standard binning procedure for these two quantities,
which expresses their connections in further detail. We will
consider the results of this evaluation both for symmetric as
well as for skewed filters.

B. Correlation and PDF of energy dynamics model

In this section we test the modeling ofcCE and distin-
guish between symmetric and skewed filters. First, we turn to
symmetric filters in which casej reduces toj0. Subse-
quently, we will extend the testing to skewed filters and fo-
cus on the effectiveness of the proposed additional contribu-
tion j1.

1. Symmetric filters

The correlation betweencCE andj for symmetric filters
at different filter-width nonuniformities was studied. Quite
low correlation was observed in the initial, laminar, and tran-
sitional stages in cases where the filter width is only mildly
nonuniform but over quite an extended region, e.g., corre-
sponding tob=5 or b=10. This low correlation is associated
with the fact that eitherD28<0 in the region around the cen-
terline, or, initially, ū2<0 in large parts of the domainfsee
Fig. 4sadg. Consequently, the model ins36d is virtually zero
in these phases of the flow development. However, once the
mixing layer has evolved away from the centerline into the
parts of the domain whereD28 is significant, a comparably
high correlation of about 0.6 is observed.

More detail regarding the quality ofs33d can be inferred
from the PDFPsj ,cCEd. For the calculation of the PDF a
binning procedure20 has been used in terms of the quantities
j* andcCE

* which are given byj andcCE normalized by their
root-mean-square values, i.e.,

j* =
j

kj2l1/2, cCE
* =

cCE

kcCE
2 l1/2. s37d

In Fig. 5 we observe that the PDFs are localized around the
origin, since eitherū2 or D28 is small in large parts of the
domain; observe the contour levels used in the figure. More
importantly, we observe that contours of the PDFs are mainly
located in the first and third quadrants, which underlines the
quality of the hypothesis formulated ins33d. The predomi-
nance of contour lines in the first and third quadrants indi-
cates that wheneverucCE

* u is large, so isuj* u, and that in
addition the signs correlate very well. These aspects are cer-
tainly required in order for the modeling hypothesis to be
accurate.

The PDFs can be used to obtain one-dimensional condi-
tional averages which further quantify the effectiveness of
the modelj. As an example, it is expected that “events” in

FIG. 4. Contour plots of the spanwise vorticity of the developing mixing
layer atsad t=20.0,sbd t=50.0, andscd t=80.0. Nonuniform filter widths as
defined ins35d with a=3/4 andb=5 sdashedd, b=10 ssolidd and b=30
sdottedd are superimposed on these plots.
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which cCE
* .0 will correspond closely with locations where

j.0 and vice versa. This relation may be illustrated by con-
sidering what we will refer to as the positivity correlation:

C+sad = kcCE . 0uj = al. s38d

The functionC+ denotes the expectation that the dissipation
is positive given the value ofj. It is expected thatC+sad
→1 for a.0 andC+sad→0 for a,0, i.e., the commutator-
error dissipation is positive whenever the modeled term is
and vice versa. In fact, there should be a sharp “crossover”
from C+<0 to C+<1 asa changes sign, to indicate that the
Lagrangian modeling hypothesis is accurate. Closely related
is the conditional expectation ofcCE as a function ofa,

Esad = kcCE
* uj = al. s39d

Close correlation ofcCE and j would imply an approxi-
mately linear dependence ofE as function ofa.

In Fig. 6 we plottedC+ andE for the characteristic case
a=3/4 andb=10 at various stages in the development of the
flow. In Fig. 6sad the expected behavior ofC+ is indeed

FIG. 5. The PDFPsj ,cCEd for the flow at t=60, with nonuniform filter
widths corresponding toa=3/4 andsad b=5, sbd b=10, andscd b=30.

FIG. 6. The stochastic variablessad C+sjd and sbd Esjd in casea=3/4, b
=10, andt=40 sdottedd, t=60 ssolidd, andt=80 sdashedd.
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observed, including the sharp transition aroundj* =0. In Fig.
6sbd an almost linear relation betweenE and j is observed,
which further establishes the quality of the new parametriza-
tion for symmetric filters.

2. Skewed filters

Next, we turn to skewed filtering in the definition of the
commutator errors. First, we establish that the originally pro-
posed parametrizations32d is no longer adequate for nonzero
skewness and that the dispersive partj1 needs to be included.
Next, we will study the effect of varying the relative impor-
tance of the dissipativesj0d and the dispersivesj1d contribu-
tions in the Lagrangian model, for various values of the filter
skewness.

In Fig. 7 we displayC+ for several values of the skew-
ness parameterg and a characteristic turbulent field obtained
at t=60.0. In this figure the sharp crossover aroundj=0 is
still present, but the size of the “jump” becomes smaller as
the skewness increases. The desired behavior in which that
C+sjd→0 for j,0 andC+sjd→1 for j.0 is not so clear
for gÞ0. For example, forg= 1

2, C+sjd tends to 0.45 forj
,0 and to 0.65 forj.0. The correlation coefficient was
found to drop to<0.15 in cases of maximal skewnessg
= ± 1

2.
The failure ofj0 to cover all aspects ofcCE suggests the

need to include the explicit dispersive contributions due toj1

in case the filter is skewed. Hence, we next extend the testing
to the full parametrizations33d wherej=c0j0−c1j0 with pa-
rametersc0 andc1. In Fig. 8 we showC+ for various values
of c1/c0 at skewnessg= 1

2. The expected behavior ofC+ is
similarly recovered by incorporatingj1 into the model, and
compares well with that obtained in the symmetric filter
case. Asc1/c0=30 the correlation coefficients are<0.55
which is comparable to the values found in the symmetric
case.

The dependence of correlation andC+ on the ratioc1/c0

naturally leads to the question what ratio is optimal. In Fig.
9sad the correlation is shown as a function ofc1/c0 at various
moments in time forg= 1

2. We notice that the correlation has
a peak nearc1/c0<13. Moreover, this “optimal” value for
c1/c0 is quite independent of the skewness parameterg as
shown in Fig. 9sbd. The limiting cases corresponding to
c1/c0=0 or c1/c0=`, i.e., whenc1 or c0 is zero, correspond
to the individual correlation of the diffusivej0 and the dis-
persive partj1, respectively. Consequently these limiting
cases indicate whether for a given skewness either dissipa-
tion or dispersion is dominant. Clearly, wheng<0 and the
behavior of the commutator error is diffusive a high correla-
tion is observed whenc1=0, while the correlation is zero
when c0=0. If the skewness increases then dispersion be-
comes more and more important. Moreover, already forg
= 1

4 the individual correlation for the dispersive partj1 is
higher than that for the diffusive partj0 and the dynamical
behavior of the commutator error is dominated by dispersion
rather than diffusion.

More global information can be gathered from Fig. 10.
In this figure contours of the correlation betweencCE andj
are shown as a function ofc1/c0 as well as the skewnessg.
The graphs shown in Fig. 9sbd are horizontal intersections of
Fig. 10 for a given skewnessg. As can be seen in this figure
in a small band aroundg=0 dispersive effects are absent as
the highest correlation is observed forc1=0. For ugu. 1

10 the
relative importance of dispersion increases considerably with
increasing skewness. In this regime where dispersive effects
are important the tendency of the correlation to peak at a
constant value of the ratioc1/c0 is also observed. This ten-
dency was already observed in Fig. 9sbd and is in Fig. 10
depicted by the¹ symbols. For a given skewness these sym-
bols indicate the peak correlation. For this particular snap-
shot of the flow and typical filter width layout the location of

FIG. 7. The positivity correlationC+sjd betweencCE and the dissipative
modelj0 at t=60.0 in casea=3/4 andb=10 for the symmetric caseg=0
ssolidd and various values of the skewness:g= 1

10 sdash-dotd, g= 1
4 sdottedd,

andg= 1
2 sdashedd.

FIG. 8. The positivity correlationC+sjd betweencCE and the full Lagrang-
ian modelj=c0j0−c1j1 in case the filter width is given bya=3/4 andb
=10.0 att=60.0 and skewnessg= 1

2 with various values of the ratioc1/c0,
c1/c0=0 sdashedd, c1/c0=5 sdash-dotd, c1/c0=30 sdottedd, and c1/c0=`
sdash-dotdotd. For comparison also the symmetric result is given in both
figuresssolidd.
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the maximum correlation is observed whenc1/c0<13. Other
snapshots and other filter-width layouts indicate that the op-
timal ratio should be somewhere between 10 and 30.

In this section we have shown that the parametrization
s33d can capture the dominant dissipative and dispersive as-
pects of the local transport of resolved kinetic energy arising
from the commutator error. The results generally show high
correlation betweencCE and j for both symmetric and
skewed filters. In the following section we will hence con-
sider the corresponding subfilter model for the commutator-
error fluxesC jsuiujd as arise directly in the momentum equa-
tion. Moreover, we will compare the resulting model with
other explicit CE models arising from general similarity as-
sumptions.

V. ASSESSMENT OF LAGRANGIAN MODEL
FOR THE COMMUTATOR ERROR

In this section we introduce and test a new explicit
model for the commutator error, based on the Lagrangian

model s33d for the local transport of kinetic energy. We first
describe the parametrization for Cjsuiujd and subsequently
compare this new model with two similarity-type CE models
ssee also Ref. 7d.

The flux associated with the commutator error in the
momentum equations is central to the development of large-
eddy simulation in complex domains. These terms require
explicit modeling in case variations of the filter width in the
direction of the local flow are sufficiently strong. In line with
the Lagrangian models33d and the physical dimension of the
commutator-error flux the following CE model is proposed
for the caseD j does not depend explicitly ont:

Ci
Lag = Hd0

ūi

D j
− d1g j] jūiJDtD j ; DtD j = ūk]kD j , s40d

with d0 and d1 appropriatesdynamicd constants andg j the
skewness parameter for thexj direction. This model repre-
sents the Lagrangian interpretation discussed above in Sec.
III B and includes separate contributions associated with
skewness of the filter.

The Lagrangian CE models40d will be compared with
two other commutator-error models that are based on the
similarity assumption and were first put forward in Ref. 8.
The first model that will be considered is the similarity CE
model. This model extends Bardina’s similarity assumption
for the turbulent stress tensor21 to also cover commutator
errors on flux level. Following the definition of the commu-
tator error, and applying this to the available resolved veloc-
ity field, we arrive at

Ci
sim = ] jsūiūjd − ] jsūiūjd. s41d

The second model that will be considered is the gradient
formulation ofs41d in line with the original Clark model for
the turbulent stress tensor.22 This model is computationally
less expensive than the similarity model, since it does not
require any additional filtering operations. It is given by

FIG. 9. The correlation betweencCE andj as a function of the ratio between
c1 and c0. sad g= 1

2 at various moments in time,t=40.0 sdashedd, t=50.0
sdottedd, t=60.0ssolidd, andt=70.0sdash-dotd. sbd t=60.0 andg= 1

2 ssolidd,
g= 1

4 sdashedd, g= 1
10 sdottedd, g= 1

20 sdash-dotd, g= 1
100 sdash-dotdotd, and

g= 1
1000 slong dashd.

FIG. 10. Contour plot of the correlation betweencCE andj as a function of
the ratio betweenc1 and c0 and the skewnessg when t=60, a=0.75, and
b=10. The contours increment is 0.02. The¹ symbols indicate the location
of maximum correlation for a given skewness.
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Ci
gradient= − hMk1s] jDkd]ksūiūjd + Mk2Dks] jDkd]kksūiūjdj,

s42d

whereMk1 andMk2 are the first and second moments of the
filter in the kth direction. For a symmetric filter associated
with thekth direction,Mk1;0. Similar to the original gradi-
ent model for the turbulent stress tensor, this model may be
motivated using Taylor expansions of the filter operator in
the mathematical limit of very small filter width and applied
to smooth velocity fields.

We will assess the quality of the different models by
focusing on the correlation with the exact commutator error
as obtained from the DNS data and by comparing profiles of
the corresponding fluxes for the different CE models. We
first turn to symmetric filters and consider skewed filtering
afterwards.

A. Symmetric filters

The correlation between the exact and the various mod-
eled commutator-error representations reveals that the simi-
larity CE model shows a very high correlation of 0.94, while
the gradient models shows a correlation of 0.77. The La-
grangian CE model performs rather poorly as far as correla-
tion is concerned, with a correlation around 0.44. The high
correlation of the similarity-type models is reminiscent of the
situation that arises when modeling the turbulent stress ten-
sor, especially at relatively modest filter widths.

TheL2 norm of the commutator-error flux over planes at
constantx2 provides a clear profile with which the actual
dynamic contribution of these terms and their proposed mod-
els can directly be compared. For any fieldfsxd this L2 norm
is given by

L2sfdsx2d = S 1

,1,3
E E f2sxddx1dx3D1/2

. s43d

In Fig. 11 the resultingL2 profiles forC jsu1ujd andC1
mod are

shown. The similarity and gradient CE model tend to, re-

spectively, underpredict or overpredict theL2 profile, but
their shape is generally in good agreement with the exactL2

profile of C jsu1ujd. The location of the maxima above and
below the centerline are predicted well with these models.
The Lagrangian model tends to position these maxima
slightly too close to the centerline. By selecting, e.g.,d0

=0.05 the magnitude of these extrema may be predicted ac-
curately using the Lagrangian model. Since the commutator
error also satisfies the Germano identity, there is a natural
option to determine the model coefficients using the dynamic
procedure.

B. Skewed filters

For skewed filters the correlation of the similarity and
gradient model drops to 0.65 and 0.58, respectively, asg
= 1

2. The correlation of the Lagrangian model at this maxi-
mum skewness is about 0.61 asd1/d0=20. In Fig. 12 theL2

profile is shown for the various models in case the skewness
parameterg=1/2. For theLagrangian model the realizations

FIG. 11. TheL2 norm of C jsu1ujd andC1
mod as a function of the normalx2

direction for the symmetric case: exactssolidd, similarity sdottedd, gradient
sdashedd, Lag with d0=0.05 sdash-dotd.

FIG. 12. TheL2 norm ofC jsu1ujd as a function of the normalx2 direction as
predicted by the commutator-error models with skewness given bysad g
=1/4 and sbd g=1/2 and the filter width by a=0.75 andb=10: exact
ssolidd, similarity sdottedd, Clark sdashedd, Lagrangian model withd0

=0.05 andd1=0.8 sdash-dotd, and Lagrangian model withd0=0.05 andd1

=1.0 sdash-dottedd.
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are shown withd0=0.05 andd1 either 0.8 or 1.0, correspond-
ing to d1/d0<20. The Lagrangian model corresponds much
closer to the actual commutator error in the skewed case,
producing approximately similar agreement as the other two
models. For example, the peaks above and below the center-
line are predicted well by the Lagrangian model in this case.
In actual simulations of turbulent mixing on strongly nonuni-
form grids the dynamic consequences of the Lagrangian
model and the two similarity models will need to be assessed
in order to further substantiate these observations and to
quantify the relevance of the dissipative and dispersive prop-
erties of the commutator errors. This is a subject of ongoing
research.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we studied the effects of the commutator
error on the dynamics of the resolved kinetic energy and in
relation to the momentum equation. It was argued that the
commutator error can be associated with the apparent local
creation or destruction of resolved turbulent flow scales. In
turn, this leads to a local increase or decrease in resolved
kinetic energy, depending on the variations in the filter width
D.

In the Lagrangian interpretation, the effect of a nonuni-
form filter width on the resolved kinetic energy can be cap-
tured in terms of the material derivative of the filter width
DtD=]tD+ ūi]iD. Correspondingly, the local transport of ki-
netic energy by the commutator error,cCE, was modeled by

cCE < j = Sc0
uuu2

D j
− c1g

]uuu2

]xj
DDD j

Dt
, s44d

where g denotes the skewness of the filter. Skewness has
been explicitly incorporated, since the commutator error ex-
hibits both diffusive and dispersive behaviors in case skewed
filters are applied. In terms ofs44d the −c1g] juuu2 part ac-
counts for this dispersive effect. The other term ins44d rep-
resents the contributions associated with strictly symmetric
filters.

The Lagrangian modelings44d has been testeda priori
using DNS data of a temporal mixing layer. The results in-
dicated the accuracy of the proposed model for the transport
of resolved kinetic energy by the commutator error. The
commutator-error dispersion is found to be considerable in
caseugu* 1

10. These additional effects could be successfully
captured by the dispersive part ins44d. The optimal ratio
between the constantsc1 and c0 is in the range 10–30. A
dynamic evaluation of these parameters may be contem-
plated in future implementations of this model.

The Lagrangian context also suggests an explicit model
for the convective flux commutatorC jsuiujd. We performed
an a priori testing of this new model and compared it to
other CE models based on similarity and gradient
formulations.7 The results showed that the Lagrangian
commutator-error model correlates less well in case symmet-
ric filters are applied. For the skewed case the Lagrangian
CE-model correlates roughly comparably to the other two
models. The similarity and gradient models are well known
for their high levels of correlation. This indicates that the

spatial structure of the commutator error is better captured by
one of these two models than by the Lagrangian model.
However, the similarity and gradient models are known to
fail to represent important aspects of the subfilter dynamics.
In particular, too many small scales are generated in simula-
tions using the similarity model while the gradient model
may be responsible for inducing instabilities in the large-
eddy simulation. By construction, the new Lagrangian model
does properly capture the underlying dynamics of the com-
mutator error. The accuracy with which the Lagrangian
model captures commutator-error dynamics in actual LES is
a topic of future investigations.
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